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Presentation Notes
We completed a wide variety of research activities to address the study’s goals. In short, we:In August 2015, the research team held a logic model session with BPA and documented findings in the BPA Agricultural Programs’ Theory, Logic, Structure, and Offerings memo. The logic model provides a visual diagram of how program activities logically lead to the achievement of program goals.We completed a total of 88 interviews with the agriculture sector: 24 BPA, utility, and NEEA staff between 2014 and 2015, 64 market actors (agriculture service providers, ag researchers, irrigation consultants, manufacturers of sprinkler, controls, pivot equipment, university-affiliated ag extension service experts, and dealers between 2014 and 2016.In November 2015, we attended the irrigation show in Long Beach, CA, completing interviews (included in the count above) and learning about the current and upcoming ag irrigation technologies.We also reviewed a number of databases to better understand the market and the programs. These include the Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey (FRIS), USDA (Census and CropScape maps), and the program data from 2010-2015.In April 2016, we attended the Emerging Technologies Coordinating Council meeting on “Making Technology Work in the Agricultural Space.”The research team compared the Council’s Sixth and Seventh Plans with the incentives offered by BPA as identified in BPA’s Implementation Manual. The research team reviewed findings with an expert at Washington State University to corroborate findings and obtain expert opinions on research questions. The team also reached out to irrigation consultants (IRZ, ProAg) for input and thoughts throughout the study.Detailed Notes: The 2013 FRIS is a supplement to the 2012 Census of Agriculture provided by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). Irrigators respond to the survey by providing information on water sources and amount of water used, acres irrigated by type of system, irrigation and yield by crop, and system investments and energy costs. The survey provides comprehensive information on irrigation activities and water use across American farms, ranches, and horticultural operations.Navigant analyzed USDA data for the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. The objective of the analysis was to summarize key trends for the Northwest region as a whole as well as within sub-regions. Source: Not applicable. Details of research activities are available in the 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Report (published October 2016).
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The agriculture research started high level by looking at the entire agriculture market. 
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Presentation Notes
The research team explored the ag market as a whole to see where the biggest opportunities for BPA are. In agriculture, there are many different ways (end uses) to achieve energy efficiency. We found that the biggest opportunity for efficiency in BPA’s territory is with irrigation. Because irrigation holds the greatest opportunity for efficiency in BPA’s territory, it was the focus of the remaining research.Source: Market Actor Interview Summary Notes, January 7, 2015. Research team was Navigant Consulting, Inc.Other Notes:Dairy – Much of the Northwest’s dairy activity occurs outside of BPA territory (visual: could use big cow/calf image)Lighting – already pretty well covered under the non-res lighting researchGreenhouses – not a focus. Also, the marijuana industry drives growth in greenhouses, and electricity demand, in Washington and Oregon. However, as a federal agency, BPA cannot fund projects at facilities growing marijuana, which is illegal according to federal law.Irrigation – where most of the opportunity is for BPAIrrigators and dealers could use more education and outreach on efficient irrigation measuresMore technological advancements = more opportunityWater scarcity/policy could drive irrigation efficiencyVineyards – localized and already pretty efficient
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So what do we know about irrigation in BPA’s territory? This section focuses on the current state of irrigation within the market within BPA’s territory.
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Presentation Notes
We know from analysis of USDA data that the most robust agricultural region within BPA territory is the Columbia River Basin. WA and OR (mostly Columbia River Basin) make up about 66% of irrigated acres compared to MT with about 15% of irrigated acres. ID is 19%.The Basin holds the most distinct cluster of high-value crops (e.g., potatoes, apples, cherries), as well as the greatest amount of irrigated acreage within BPA territory. Utilities located in this area are the most active participants in BPA’s agricultural program. Note that the “high value crops” referred to throughout this study are a collection of crops identified by in-depth interviews with industry, academic and governmental agency experts on agriculture in the Northwest.Note that this isn’t all public power territory, but Bonneville customer EEI territory (transmission customers).Source: USDA Data Analysis, April 10, 2015.Detailed Notes:Figure C-21 through C-24 in the appendix of the USDA memo (total irrigated acres by crop, BPA territory all numbers in 1,000s) WA has 521 irrigated acres, OR has 320 acres, ID has 245 acres and MT has 191 acres, so WA and OR (mostly Columbia River Basin) make up about 66% of irrigated acres compared to MT with about 15% of irrigated acres. ID is 19%.
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To further illustrate this point, this chart shows roughly how much irrigated agriculture is in BPA’s territory in the Columbia River Basin versus Southern Idaho. (Note: We focused on these two regions because this is where most of the agriculture is happening in BPA’s territory, per the map on previous slide.) There is roughly four times as much irrigated agriculture in the Columbia River Basin than in Idaho based on the SIS study boundaries in each region.Detailed Methodology: As part of the SIS study, the research team needed to understand how much of the irrigated land across BPA’s service area fell within BPA utilities versus outside of BPA utilities. The team looked at two areas for the study: the Columbia River Basin and southern Idaho. The team estimated that of the irrigated land within the boundary defined for the study, 36% of the acres fell within BPA utilities in the Columbia River Basin, while only 7% of acres within the boundary defined for the study fell within BPA utilities in southern Idaho.* For this presentation, the team estimated the amount of acres in each irrigated land boundary for the SIS study. The team found 9,287,871 acres in the Columbia River Basin boundary and 5,503,407 acres in the Idaho boundary. The team then multiplied the random points percentages, including the points that fell on non-irrigated land, to come up with the estimated irrigated acres (see tables below). It is important to note that these acres are based on the SIS study boundaries.These acres do not include Grant County – they include customers with EEI contracts, not public power territory.Source: SIS Baseline Research: Recruiting Non-BPA Utilities to Participate, developed by Nicole Reed Fry, Nicole DelSasso, and Beth Davis, Navigant Consulting, Inc. for the Bonneville Power Administration.Columbia River Basin Table (numbers on slide are rounded)*   							%  	Acres estimate % Sample Points not Irrigated   			82%       7,570,167 % Sample Points BPA - Irrigated   		7%           628,189 % Sample Points Avista - Irrigated   		2%           198,763 % Sample Points Grant County - Irrigated   	6%           571,750 % Sample Points PacifiCorp - Irrigated   		3%           319,002 Idaho Table (numbers on slide are rounded) 							%  	Acres estimate % Sample Points not Irrigated  			58%                  3,207,465 % Sample Points BPA - Irrigated 			3%                      150,778 % Sample Points Idaho Power - Irrigated 	33%                  1,788,779 % Sample Points PacifiCorp - Irrigated 		6%                       356,385 *Please note that the difference in the percentages in the text and table is due to the denominator. The 36% and 7% in the text is of irrigated acres, while the percentages in the tables are of all acres (irrigated and not irrigated).
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Now that we know where most of the irrigation happens in BPA’s territory, let’s dive a bit deeper by looking at what types of irrigation systems are located in BPA’s territory. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on what we saw in our analysis of the 2013 FRIS data, over half (56%) of irrigated land in WA and OR (where the Columbia River Basin is) is irrigated using center pivots and linear move towers. Center pivots are the most common irrigation system in these two states. Note: See Appendix for an overview of each type of irrigation system with pictures and applications they work well with.Center pivot: An automated irrigation system composed of a sprinkler lateral rotating around a pivot point and supported by a number of self-propelled towers. Center pivots create the large circular fields you see when you fly over farmland. Center pivots are the most popular irrigation method in the U.S. because they require low labor input, are fairly reliable, are flexible with crop varieties and soils, can accommodate undulating terrain, are easily adapted for chemigation, and have the best uniformity and efficiency of any sprinkler irrigation system.More Details:Water and power is supplied at the pivot point. Most center-pivots are one-quarter mile long and irrigate 128- to 132-acre circular fields. A linear move tower operates the same way as a center pivot, but does not rotate at a pivot point. Rather, it travels along the length of the field. They are often used on rectangular shaped fields.Center pivots will be used to irrigate crops like alfalfa, corn, barley, grass seed, wheat, lavender, mint, peas, potatoes, hay. Crops that can get water from a system moving overhead.Source: Washington State University, Irrigation in the Pacific Northwest, http://irrigation.wsu.edu/Content/Resources/Irrigation-Glossary.php#c. Detailed FRIS Data:Irrigation in WA and OR with center pivots or linear move tower sprinklers: 56% (Center pivot only is 53%)Irrigation in WA and OR with side roll, wheel move, or other mechanical move or hand move: 17%Irrigation in WA and OR with drip, trickle, or low-flow micro sprinklers: 12%Irrigation in WA and OR with solid set or permanent sprinklers or big gun or traveler: 13%Irrigation in WA and OR with other sprinklers: 3%Note: All percentages are based on the percent of total pressure irrigated acreage for WA and OR combined.Only showing OR and WA on this slide because we are focusing this presentation on the Columbia Basin. The 2016 Market Research Report has details on the FRIS data for all states in the Pacific NW (ID, MT, OR, WA).Source: USDA, Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey, Table 28, “Land Irrigated in the Open by Method of Water Distribution: 2013,” and Table 29, “Land Irrigated in the Open by Sprinkler Systems: 2013,” 2014. The research team combined the sprinkler system acres irrigated with the drip, trickle, or low-flow micro sprinkler acres irrigated for the total pressure-irrigated acres. 
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BETH: So what do we know about efficiency of irrigation systems? 
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Presentation Notes
For irrigation systems there are two types of efficiency: pumping efficiency and application efficiency. These two concepts are important and we’ll be spending some time explaining each of these.Sources: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Meeting Notes, January 22, 2016.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, pumping efficiency: Pumping efficiency tracks the amount of energy that is transferred from the motor to the pump to the water. You start off with some unit of energy and then you lose energy throughout the process because of friction losses between fluid and pump and mechanical losses in the pump itself.Detailed Notes:Technical definition: the water power divided by the power input at the pump shaft. Other ways to talk about pump efficiency:Brake pump power: The input power delivered by the motor to the pump. Hydraulic power: Net energy actually transferred to the fluid (water in this case).Pump efficiency = hydraulic power / brake pump power	(Source: Lindeburg, Michael R., “Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual for the PE Exam,” Twelfth Edition, 2006.)Source: James Curran, Irrigation Pump Efficiency, July 2010.This definition of pump efficiency is from James Curran, a Water Resource Consultant for Agricultural Resource Management. His presentation, “Irrigation Pump Efficiency,” is located at: http://www.farmpoint.tas.gov.au/farmpoint.nsf/downloads/3583B3EF6D09ACE8CA257686007D1663/$file/Irrigation_Pump_Efficiency_presentation.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many ways to increase pumping efficiency including installing a new, more efficient pump, pump testing, trimming the impeller, and adding a VFD.Detailed Notes: In order to increase pumping efficiency you need a change of pressure at the system level. Tom Osborn of BPA often uses the Big Bertha example of adding a VFD: Big Bertha is an irrigation pumping system in Central Oregon that helped irrigated two farms near Terrebonne. Since its installation in the mid-1960s, Big Bertha had to run full out or not at all. Extra sprinklers were used to relieve water pressure when only a small area needed to be irrigated. BPA helped incent a VFD in the Big Bertha pumping system allowing farmers to be more selective in how much and where to use the water. The VFD now saves water and electrical power. (Article from 2010)Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Meeting Notes, January 22, 2016. For full article on Big Bertha: http://www.capitalpress.com/content/dr-ag-energy-project-w-art
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Of the ways to increase pumping efficiency, VFDs were mentioned by dealers and irrigation consultants as a primary method that holds large energy savings. However, they also said the market barriers to VFDs include high cost and long, simple payback. The simple payback period for VFDs, given the short five-month growing season, can be more than five years. A university expert noted that the payback period is highly dependent on the variation of the flow and the length of time that the variations are present. Sources: Dealers and irrigation consultants; 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 
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Note that BPA does offer three categories of pump incentives: irrigation pump testing and systems analysis, VFDs in ag turbine pump applications, and the green motors rewind initiative (broader than just for ag). Incentive #1 (testing) doesn’t directly produce savings, but it does provide growers with actionable recommendations to improve the efficiency of their pumping system. Incentive #2 (VFDs) and incentive #3 (motors and drives) combined accounted for 36% of BPA’s agriculture program savings in 2010-2015.Source: BPA Implementation Manual, 2015–2016. https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Policy/IManual/Documents/Change_Notice_Summary_15-16_Annual_Manual.pdf
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BONNIE: Now that we’ve talked about pumping efficiency, let’s talk about application efficiency, which is mostly key for center pivot systems: Application efficiency is the amount of water that ends up in the soil compared to the amount that leaves the sprinkler heads. It all comes back to water. The less water you put out of the sprinklers, the less water you have to pump, which is where the energy is used. Detailed Notes:This efficiency is getting at how much water (and thus energy) you lose from the point where the water leaves the system (e.g., the sprinkler) to the point where the crop uses the water in the soil. Ideally, you want to reduce the amount of water lost between these two points.Technical Definition: The amount of water that makes it into the soil divided by the amount of water that leaves the emitters (primarily sprinklers). It includes discounting losses from poor uniformity, deep percolation, conveyance losses, and evaporation.Source: Definition provided by Troy Peters, Associate Professor, Irrigated Agriculture Research and Extension Center, Washington State University via email.
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Application efficiency has two key components: sprinkler type and the proximity of sprinklers to the ground. I’m going to talk about each of these in more detail. Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Meeting Notes, January 22, 2016.



Sprinkler Type: Inefficient  
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Lets talk sprinkler type first. There are many types of sprinklers available on the market today: Impact sprinklersSprays (e.g., multitrajectory sprays and fixed sprays)Rotating-type/wobbling-typeSpinnersImpact sprinklers are the least efficient. These are the ones that make the “chook – chook – chook” sound.Detailed Notes: “A type of rotor sprinkler where the rotating motion is provided by a moving arm which strikes the water jet leaving the nozzle. ” Rotor sprinkler: “A type of sprinkler where a stream of water is moved back and forth across the area being watered. While the watering is not uniform at any one instant, it is uniform over a period of several minutes or longer.” Source: http://www.watertips.com/info/glossary.htm#impactSource: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Meeting Notes, January 22, 2016.



Sprinkler Type: Efficient  
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Rotating-type (Nelson)/wobbling-type (Senninger), sprays, and spinners are more efficient.These efficient sprinklers can create energy savings by using less water and reducing the demand on the pump. Energy-saving measures include replacing the components that operate at high pressures (e.g., removing an end-gun, or replacing impact sprinklers with low-pressure nozzles) or by replacing the worn components that may leak or not be at optimum performance. Detailed Notes: Multitrajectory Spray: “The Sprayhead is a fixed-spray sprinkler which produces a variety of patterns depending upon the specific spray plate selected. New, multi-trajectory plates provide greater throw and better wind-fighting capabilities.” Source: http://www.nelsonirrigation.com/products/family/pivot-sprinklers/d3030-sprayheadNelson rotating-type: Back in the 1980s Neslon redesigned the impact sprinkler. “The water stream emitted from the nozzle is directed into an offset channel on the rotor plate, which creates a reactionary drive force. A viscous silicone fluid in the rotor motor controls the rotation speed. This precise and simple design solves many of the problems that the impact sprinkler faces. More uniform water distribution patterns can be achieved, reliability is enhanced, application rates are reduced, costs and maintenance are lowered, and riser vibration is eliminated.” Source: http://www.nelsonirrigation.com/products/family/rotator-sprinklers/the-rotator-story/Nelson spinner: “Developed as a variation of the original Nelson Pivot Rotator®, the Spinner has proven to be a popular sprinkler choice for use on sensitive crops and soils that do well under a more gentle application of water. The Spinner uses the spinning action of the rotor plate to produce a desirable canopy of droplets. No special mounting assembly required because the Spinner operates without vibration. Retrofit on rigid, semi-rigid, or flexible drop hose assemblies.” Source: http://www.nelsonirrigation.com/products/family/pivot-sprinklers/s3030-spinnerSenninger wobbling-type: “ It instantly and uniformly covers the entire area of its wetted circle with consistently sized droplets. This consistent droplet size maintains the sprinkler’s pattern integrity and helps prevents wind-drift and evaporation.” Source: http://www.senninger.com/pivots-linear-systems/i-wob/Sources: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Meeting Notes, January 22, 2016; 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 
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The proximity of the sprinkler to the ground also effects application efficiency. Impact sprinklers are less efficient on top of the pivot than rotating-type or wobbling-type sprinklers closer to the ground. The closer the sprinklers are to the ground, the less water is lost to evaporation. The less water lost, the less water you have to pump. This is why you see efficiency efforts like LESA and MESA, which lower the sprinklers closer to the ground. We’ll talk more about LESA in a bit.Sources: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Meeting Notes, January 22, 2016; 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 



Water Uniformity 

Presenter
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The configuration and type of sprinklers leads to water uniformity.  Uniformity—system pressure, sprinkler hardware, and sprinkler configuration (where sprinklers are placed vertically and horizontally to get more water to the root) all effect uniformity. Whenever water is applied with less than perfect uniformity, some parts of the crop will receive more water than others. If the irrigation system is operated so that the part of the crop receiving the most water has its requirement met, then the remainder of the crop will be over-irrigated. Thus, a non-uniform irrigation unavoidably results in some degree of under- or over-watering.If you don’t have uniformity, you could be applying more water than you need to. Leads to wasted water issues. Not the most efficient way to set it up to have non-uniform water application.Sources: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research Meeting Notes, January 22, 2016.2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). The website for Nelson Irrigation.
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The research team learned that the majority of irrigators changed from inefficient impact sprinklers on center pivots to efficient rotating-type or wobbling-type sprinklers on center pivots many years ago. The market has moved to MESA and will likely move to LESA/LEPA systems where they are applicable.Detailed Notes:Currently, standard practice is for growers to use low-pressure, rotating-type or wobbling-type sprinklers that hang from a drop tube on a center pivot about four to eight feet above the ground. This type of application is termed mid-elevation spray application (MESA). Numbers from interviews: Maybe 5% of sprinklers sold are impact sprinklers on center pivots. Changes happened more than 5 years ago (sprinkler manuf, dealers, pivot manuf). Some people said this change happened over 20 years ago.Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 
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However, the move to LESA/LEPA systems is not currently happening on its own in the BPA region due to a few perceived barriers: terrain, climate, and risk to crops.Few of the manufacturers, dealers, and irrigation consultants that the research team spoke with are aware of many—if any—of the applications of LESA/LEPA in the Northwest. Some dealers and irrigation consultants are excited about the potential of LESA/LEPA, but also note the reluctance to recommending it because it is a relatively new idea in the region. Dealers and irrigation consultants noted that there is also a widespread perception that LESA/LEPA is not applicable to the Northwest terrain and crop types and, therefore, is not ready for mainstream adoption. Detailed Notes:Terrain: The terrain in areas of the Northwest is too hilly or variable for the technology to be effective, according to interviewed dealers and irrigation consultants. Climate: The Northwest climate is not as well-suited for this technology as—for instance—the Texas climate is, where adoption of LESA/LEPA is more common. In Texas the high temperatures (and subsequently high evaporation rates) make the technology not only more cost-effective but also more necessary. Additionally, the research team learned from university experts that the water shortages in Texas also drive the adoption of LESA/LEPA practices. There are comparatively fewer water shortages in the Northwest, reducing the demand for LESA/LEPA. However, the climate in parts of the Columbia Basin is not that different from the Texas panhandle where LEPA/LESA is prevalent. Risk to crops: Dealers and irrigation consultants cite concern from irrigators that LESA/LEPA is a risk to crops. This is based on irrigators’ perception that not enough water will be applied to the crop and that irrigators would be unable to see if sprinklers have stopped working if the sprinklers are below the canopy. Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 



Strategy for Sprinklers in EE Programs 
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We have covered a lot of information thus far. But this point is really important, so tune back in and pay attention: There are two ways to think about energy efficiency program strategy: push vs. maintain. To push the market, that means we are creating efficiency where it wasn’t there before. An example is getting a farmer to change from impact sprinklers to LESA/LEPA with efficient sprinkler heads. On the other hand, to maintain the market, that means we are helping the market remain as efficient as it has been. For example, when grower goes to replace their existing sprinklers, we help make sure they put efficient sprinklers on again instead of reverting back to inefficient technology. In order for a grower to revert back to an inefficient configuration on the pivot, you would have to remove the gooseneck and remove the drop tube and potentially change your outlet spacing to put the inefficient impact sprinklers on top. That’s a lot of work for a grower, and we hypothesize that is unlikely to happen very often, if at all. Plus, interviews with sprinkler manufacturers said they don’t sell that many impact sprinklers. The challenge with this strategy is that we don’t have strong data on whether we need to maintain the market. We believe that if we do not maintain the market, the growers will not keep the sprinklers maintained and they will leak and waste water. If we are wrong, then we might be paying for freeriders. We need to be aware of this.For sprinklers, the BPA programs incent a range of sprinklers types, both pushing the market toward higher efficiency sprinklers and maintaining the efficiency in the market. But based on our analysis of BPA’s program data from 2010-2015, the current program offerings are primarily focused on maintaining the market. Only 21% of the program’s sprinkler measure savings are from efficient sprinklers replacing inefficient sprinklers.    Sources: BPA Implementation Manual, 2015–2016. https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Policy/IManual/Documents/Change_Notice_Summary_15-16_Annual_Manual.pdf2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 
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BETH: Now that we have an understanding of how to efficiently apply water to the field, what do we know about how to change the volume or amount of water applied?Over-watering is probably the most significant cause of water loss in any irrigation system. No matter how well the system is designed, if more water is applied than can be beneficially used by the crop, efficiency will suffer. 
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Irrigation scheduling and controls help limit overwatering. We’ll start with scientific irrigation scheduling. In the Columbia River Basin, we estimate that approximately 27% of fields use SIS.* There appears to be more opportunity for SIS in the region.Detailed Notes:SIS is also known as irrigation water management. The volume of water applied to the fields is another component of water and energy use in irrigation. One way to limit the water applied is to use SIS. Scientific irrigation is a strategy to apply only the amount of water to the field that the crop needs. This is how BPA’s irrigation program currently gets most of its savings (If we did not sum the savings, SIS contributes to 48% of the total irrigation end-use savings from 2010-2015). However, the team found that the majority (average of 83%) of annual irrigation end-use savings originate from SIS.Of the 27%, 18% go through the SIS program and 9% do SIS on their own.Source: SIS Baseline Study Research (ongoing).*Estimates of percent of fields that use SIS versus fields that are non-SIS from the SIS baseline study. These values were reviewed and updated in Sept/Oct as fields change category right before they are planted. Values are based on a sample of 715 fields. There appears to be opportunity for additional SIS. We will know more about the savings from SIS once the study is completed in March 2017.
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We heard through our interviews with market actors that some of the perceived barriers to SIS include cost and grower preferences. Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (report published October 2016). 
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Controls are also a way to limit how much water is applied. Controls allow irrigators to control the speed, direction, and water and fertilizer application. They also allow irrigators to power the pump on or off from the pivot point, a central hub, or a mobile platform. There are many different types of controls.We are going to detail the perceived barriers to VSI and VRI next.Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 
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Perceived Barriers to VRI and VSI 

Presenter
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We heard from the interviews that the barriers to the two types of controls—VRI and VSI—include the need for tech-savvy farm hands and knowledgeable agronomists, that they are only cost-effective with the right terrain, and that the payback is more than 5 years.Detailed Notes:According to interviews with dealers, many irrigators lack the technical expertise required to design and program the irrigation system for VSI and VRI. Irrigators do not want to risk incorrectly implementing the technologies and harming the crop. Several market actors noted that the best applications for VRI or VSI are fields that have extremely variable soil types—particularly those with large rocky areas that are untillable or slopes that result in runoff. The significant cost of VRI is the primary barrier to adoption. Dealers and irrigation consultants offered estimates of the cost, which range from $25,000 to $40,000 for VRI compared to $1,500 to $3,000 for VSI. Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 
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Presentation Notes
Interviews and initial data on where crops were planted and if they had SIS indicates that that there is a need to be more careful with how much water is applied to high-value crops. Low-value crops tend to be more resilient (e.g., alfalfa can be either over or under saturated, and while this may impact the yield a bit, it won't kill the crop); high-value crops need more precise water application or the quality of the crop suffers and they can’t be sold. Low-value crops have lower margins; high-value crops make more money, and so more money can be invested to ensure quality. It is easier to market SIS and other precision irrigation with high-value crops, and harder to do so for low-value crops.Sources: SIS study/TO19; Crop type designation from SIS study.
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Presentation Notes
Some crops are sensitive to how much water is applied and their buyers require certain moisture content; some crops are just going to become animal feed and don’t need precise irrigation in the same way.Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016). 
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Presentation Notes
Therefore, the irrigator’s strategy for how much water is applied will vary by crop type. These are the crop types within BPA’s territory. Alfalfa and wheat are the leading crops by acres irrigated in BPA’s territory, making up 57% (728,000 acres / 1,282,000 acres) of the total irrigated acres of key crops in BPA’s territory. Both of these crops are considered “low/medium intensity crops.”  Low/medium intensity crops make up about 80% of the acreage of key crops. “High intensity crops” including potatoes, apples, pears, sugar beets, and berries represent 20% (257,000 acres / 1,282,000 acres) of the total irrigated acres of key crops in BPA’s territory.Note that what is planted on a field each year can change. For example, potatoes can be on a 4 year rotation – they are planted every 4 years with other crops planted in between. Can choose SIS annually, but won’t choose LEPA/LESA each year. Will also install controls for use for many years. So this view of acres by crop type is not stagnant.Also note that the total number of acres here is different than on slide 8 above. This is all BPA territory, whereas slide 8 focused on regions in the Columbia River Basin and Southern Idaho, so the numbers don’t match.Sources: Analysis of United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) data to inform BPA agricultural program market characterization, April 10, 2015 (memo). Crop type designation from SIS study.
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BONNIE: So in summary, we now know…
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Most opportunity for EE in agriculture in BPA territory is with center pivot irrigation in the Columbia Basin.
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There are two types of efficiency for center pivots:Pumping EfficiencyApplication efficiency
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The market has already transitioned to more efficient sprinklers.
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Basin 
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No (or not many) irrigators are doing LESA/LEPA in the Columbia Basin yet.
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The strategy for amount of water applied varies based on crop type.



Takeaway No. 06 
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Push Maintain vs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two different ways in which programs can influence markets: push vs. maintain. Currently our agriculture program maintains the market for most irrigation efficiency with the exception of LESA in the Columbia Basin, which will need a push from BPA.Detailed Notes: Which technologies fall into each category under our current program strategy? The LESA/LEPA type configuration is considered pushing the market because there are few, if any, of these types of systems in the BPA region.The MESA type configuration is considered maintaining the market because the market is already installing these types of systems.Sprinklers primarily maintain the efficiency in the market because ~80% of our sprinkler savings are from new sprinklers replacing efficient sprinklers.Finally, water applied through SIS may be pushing or maintaining the market. The SIS baseline study findings will shed light on which category SIS falls under.Motors, pumps and VFDs could fall under both categories: Some interviewees felt that VFDs were happening anyways so BPA is currently maintaining the marketOthers said that VFDs really still need help from BPA—so this means BPA is currently pushing the market Source: 2016 Agriculture Irrigation Market Research (published October 2016).
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The first type of irrigation system is called a center pivot: An automated irrigation system composed of a sprinkler lateral rotating around a pivot point and supported by a number of self-propelled towers. Center pivots create the large circular fields you see when you fly over farmland. Center pivots are the most popular irrigation method in the U.S. because they require low labor input, are fairly reliable, are flexible with crop varieties and soils, can accommodate undulating terrain, are easily adapted for chemigation, and have the best uniformity and efficiency of any sprinkler irrigation system.More Details:Water and power is supplied at the pivot point. Most center-pivots are one-quarter mile long and irrigate 128- to 132-acre circular fields. A linear move tower operates the same way as a center pivot, but does not rotate at a pivot point. Rather, it travels along the length of the field. They are often used on rectangular shaped fields.Center pivots will be used to irrigate crops like alfalfa, corn, barley, grass seed, wheat, lavender, mint, peas, potatoes, hay. Crops that can get water from a system moving overhead.Source: Washington State University, Irrigation in the Pacific Northwest, http://irrigation.wsu.edu/Content/Resources/Irrigation-Glossary.php#c. 
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The second type of irrigation system is a wheel line: Also known as side-roll wheel move, or side move. Large-diameter wheels are mounted on a pipeline make it so that the pipeline can be rolled to the next position with less effort than hand move. These are usually powered by a small gasoline engine.Wheel line can be in the same type of fields as center pivots. Source: Washington State University, Irrigation in the Pacific Northwest, http://irrigation.wsu.edu/Content/Resources/Irrigation-Glossary.php#c. 



Hand Move 
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The third type of system is called a hand move: Typically 30 to 40 foot sections of portable aluminum sprinkler pipe with a sprinkler in each section and that is moved manually. Labor requirements are higher than for all other agricultural sprinkler systems.Hand move can be in the same type of fields as center pivots.Source: Washington State University, Irrigation in the Pacific Northwest, http://irrigation.wsu.edu/Content/Resources/Irrigation-Glossary.php#c. 
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The fourth type of system is a drip system: Also known as trickle or micro-irrigation. Water is applied at very low flow rates (drip) through emitters directly to the soil. Emitter flow rates are generally less than 3 gallons per hour.Drip, microsprinklers, solid sets will more often be the orchards and vineyards - crops that can't have a center pivot going over them. Crops like apples, cherries, grapes, trees.Source: Washington State University, Irrigation in the Pacific Northwest, http://irrigation.wsu.edu/Content/Resources/Irrigation-Glossary.php#c. 



Solid Set 
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The last type of system we’ll cover is called a solid set: This is a stationary sprinkler system. Water-supply pipelines are generally fixed—usually below the soil surface—and sprinkler nozzles are elevated above the surface. In some cases, hand-move systems may be installed prior to the crop season and removed after harvest, effectively serving as solid set. Solid-set systems are commonly used in orchards and vineyards for frost protection and crop cooling. Solid-set systems are also widely used on turf and in landscaping.Source: Washington State University, Irrigation in the Pacific Northwest, http://irrigation.wsu.edu/Content/Resources/Irrigation-Glossary.php#c. 
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